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The evolution of the third party logistics (3PL)
company dates back to the 1970’s and 80’s,
through deregulation, as manufacturers and
retailers began outsourcing logistics services to
third party entities. Since then, the industry has
seen continual change and expansion of services
to cover specific geographic regions, modes of
transport, and commodities. I consider myself
privileged to have served the logistics community for many years, participating in what I consider
one of the greatest service industries in America.

relationship with Less Than Truckload (LTL) carriers, who 3PL companies depend on daily. Unfortunately, with the gradual evolution of the

As a logistics provider, we are fortunate to work with the very individu-

3PL industry, this relationship has become damaged and counterpro-

als who drive the economic engine of our country, and the people who

ductive for all parties involved.

make this country great. Those entrepreneurs, operations managers,
freight carriers, technology companies, CFO’s and the mainstay of

Numerous factors have fostered the inefficient and ineffective

America’s workforce that drive efficiencies and production while

relationship between many 3PL companies and LTL carriers:

moving goods both domestically and internationally. As always, our
responsibility as a 3PL is to streamline processes, provide efficiencies,

Low Barrier to Entry. There is minimal regulation and low barrier to

and increase savings to our customers and providers through the

entry into the 3PL marketplace, which allows many unqualified individ-

culmination of experience, expertise, technology, high integrity, and

uals to create a business with very little capital and a limited vision

most importantly, relationships.

beyond simply making money for themselves. Their start‐up business
is often funded by customers’ freight they bring with them from a

The relationships nurtured by a 3PL company are a vital lifeline for the

previous logistics job. This low barrier to entry also allows individuals

successes or failures we see, and instrumental in providing the best

with minimal respect for the business process to become a “legitimate”

possible support to each and every customer. None more so than the

player in the 3PL industry.
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Auction House. 3PL companies have held carriers hostage for years by

companies the carrier selects as their partners? Let the best value

developing relationships with key people in the customer’s organiza-

provider and sales team as a 3PL company win. Enforce breaches in

tion, then becoming an auction house for their freight. Once the

rules of engagement. Back solicitation and late payment could be

auction is complete, the 3PL company keeps a portion of the savings,

enforced much stronger in our industry.

which often results in more earnings to the 3PL company than the
carrier who has acquired 100% of the risk involved. Many 3PL compa-

Limit the Carriers. 3PL companies should limit the carriers in their

nies offer very limited services beyond this cost reduction process to

portfolio. Do 3PL companies really need eight national carriers and 40

justify their payment, which leaves carriers and customers disenfran-

regional carriers with whom they work? Why not limit the carriers and

chised.

deepen the relationship that exists? The carrier, 3PL company, and
customer would all benefit from the carrier and 3PL company working

No True Partnership. Programs between carriers and 3PL companies

closer together. The best carriers should partner with the best 3PL

are rarely, if ever, truly formalized. There is a hesitancy by 3PL compa-

companies and drive the best solutions.

nies to make a carrier their primary carrier and truly develop a mutually
beneficial relationship. This avoidance of any meaningful program and

Examples of true collaboration:

relationship hinges on the fact that it would limit the 3PL company’s
ability to do business with any prospective client or provide any carrier

3PL companies and carriers reviewing together the freight

in the marketplace. There are many 3PL companies that avoid vested

characteristics in detail to understand the best fits for the

carrier relationships because it is simply easier to earn a profit by

carrier and customer. Taking into account the length of the

making the easiest sell ever (… “Client X, I can get you a lower rate with

agreement, type of freight, lane fit, etc. With a partnership,

the exact same carrier you are using.”) This type of sell bears nothing

there will be a much higher ratio of ‘win’ to bid for the carrier

but distrust and apathy.

which also greatly reduces the cost of doing business. This will
eliminate trolling for pricing with the carriers.

The culmination of those select low integrity operations and general
distrust between 3PL companies and LTL carriers has created unneces-

Holding joint sales calls with 3PL company prospects in order

sary obstacles for quality 3PL companies (which there are many of) in

to help secure the business for both parties and project a

the marketplace. LTL carriers have been taken advantage of and 3PL

unified front to the customer with joint support.

companies find it difficult to navigate the LTL future due to the actions
of some of their counterparts. Worst of all, customers feel the strain in

Carriers assisting in training the 3PL operations and sales

this relationship and are left caught in the middle, with little support or

teams on their unique and specific product lines.

faith in the system.
Enhancing electronic communication between the carrier, 3PL
It is for these reasons that a paradigm shift must occur in this industry.

company, and customer. Automating pick‐ups, tracking

Its continual evolvement is paramount for the health and longevity of

interfaces, and payment processes to drive down costs.

this industry. It is possible to provide both carriers and customers value
as a 3PL company. We must initiate open dialogue on this topic to

Bottom line, it’s time to start the discussion. These are but a few

repair and protect the relationship between 3PL companies, LTL

suggestions to open the dialogue. Both carriers and 3PL companies can

carriers, and customers. Changes to the industry will not happen

offer much value to one another. However, without a paradigm

overnight. They are evolutionary, not revolutionary changes.

change, both parties are limiting the potential of the relationship and
reinforcing the negative divide and atmosphere currently clouding our

The following three topics are just a few of many ideas that could be

industry. Let’s continue the evolution.

discussed and acted upon to draw out the discourse and inefficiencies
all parties are encountering:
Make a Choice. Carriers should select a limited amount of 3PL companies with which to work. Carriers are going to have to decide who fits
and who doesn’t, and feel comfortable with the others walking away.
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Standardize and Enforce. Carriers have the ability to set the terms of
the engagement. Why not standardize terms and pricing with the 3PL
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